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Martin Winter & Ondrej Filip
A. Administrative Matters [WG Chairs]
- Welcome
- OS WG Chair (re-)election results
- finalize agenda
- approval of minutes from previous WG meeting(s)

B. IRRd version 4: the why, how, and the future
   Job Snijders (NTT) and Sasha Romijn (DashCare)
C. Three Years of Automating Large Scale Networks Using Salt
   Mircea Ulinic (Cloudflare)

D. Fast, Simple User-Space Network Functions with Snabb
   Andy Wingo (Igalia)
E. Lightning Updates

1. OpenBGPD / OpenBSD update
   Peter Hessler (OpenBSD)

2. Routinator 3000, RPKI Relying part software written in Rust
   Alex Band & Martin Hoffmann (NLnet Labs)